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Ancient Paganism explores the false religion of the ancient pre-flood world and its spread after

Noah's Flood into the Gentile nations. Quotes from the ancient church fathers, rabbis, and the

Talmud detail the activities and beliefs of both Canaanite and New Testament era sorcery. This

book explores how, according to biblical prophecy, this same sorcery will return before the Second

Coming of Jesus Christ to earth. These religious beliefs and practices will invade the end time

church and become the basis for the religion of the Antichrist. Wicca, Druidism, Halloween, Yule,

meditation, and occultic tools are discussed at length. This book is brought to you by Biblefacts

Ministries, Biblefacts.org
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Ken Johnson is a totally amazing theological teacher. His books are just totally amazing.

Unfortunately most are sort of short. Out of the books of his I've read, two are a moderate size.

Ancient Paganism is one, and the other is called post flood history. The real value to this book is the

amount of topics he covers. He has a table of many different religions, and how only three religions

believe in one monotheistic God, and all the others believe that God is everything. He covers



Druidism, Kaballahism, wicca. He goes back to where these pagan beliefs all started. And of course

he covers gnosticism. Gnosticism is a religion that is current today. If you've heard of Christ

consciousness that's where it came from.Its not just the beliefs of paganism he covers, he also

covers how they practise it, and how these things have been integrated into society and even some

churches, so without knowing it you may be involved without knowing it. Having said this, you may

find a little bit of this really, really sad. I'm talking about where he talks about human sacrifices.

I found this book interesting because you can recognize the same types of things popping up in the

church today. Being able to trace the roots back to the beginning is eye opening. Many people

refuse to accept the idea of fallen angels producing offspring with human women but even the bible

speaks of this. It is difficult in this day and age to find extra-biblical teaching that is factual and uses

actual history along side other books that are mentioned in the bible but are not in the official canon.

Ken Johnson is always careful to point out things that may or may not be accurate in the books or

historical records he cites. None of Ken's books are meant to replace or change anything in the

bible, only to give a deeper and more detailed understanding on specific subjects. I would

recommend this book to someone that would like a better understanding of Genesis 6:1-5.

As a Six Day Young Earth Creationist I absolutely cannot recommend either this or "Ancient

Post-Flood History" the other Johnson book I have.He placed medieval forgeries like the alleged

book of Jasher over actual ancient Historians and what we've learned from Archeology, his

identifications for Nimrod are horrible, his chapter on Italy is horrible. It's all Horrible. And the best

information in the Book is plagiarized from Bill Cooper's After The Flood.His Scholarship just plain

sucks.I'm afraid books like this will lead many young Christians astray from being good historians.

Ken develops a great fine line connection of the pre- flood religion practices with what is happening

in today's world and Churches. You will be surprise how much is in the Bible and historical ancient

treatises that, because our untrained eyes, we can't see. After reading this book you will be an

expert identifying of what is happening right in front of our eyes that have been cleverly hidden from

our physical and spiritual sight.

I learned so much from this book. I was surprised to see how easily so many of us get deceived by

things today. We see meditation all over the place. Emptying our mind is not a good thing, a

doctrine of demons. Believing God is in everything is another deception. He is the creator. We all



believe in the same God, which is another deception. And so many other devotions of today which

are pretty similar to the same deception Satan used before the flood. Good book

very helpful reference guide on the subject, however I wish it was a little longer in length (had more

content)

Ken Johnson's books are accurate and full of knowledge.

Interesting to see the history of some movements nowadays that we generally associate with

post-modern thinking and ethical relativism. Like with all Ken Johnson books, I wish they were much

more thorough and provided better information on sources, as I would like to go deeper into some of

the topics.
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